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  Date Reference TOPIC TEACHER 

1 9/11  Introduction Smith 

2 9/18 Chapter 1 Welcome to this Strange New World Smith 

3 9/25 Chapter 2 Romantic Roots Fulginiti 

4 10/2 Chapter 3 Prometheus Unbound Smith 

5 10/9 Chapter 4 Sexualizing Psychology Traynor 

6 10/16 Chapter 5 The Revolt of the Masses Smith 

7 10/23 Chapter 6 Plastic People, Liquid World Kirk 

8 10/30 Chapter 7 The Sexual Revolution of the LGBTQ+ Rhodes 

9 11/6 Chapter 8 Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of 
Happiness Smith 

 11/13  Faithful Conference  

10 11/20 Chapter 9 Strangers in this Strange New World Smith 



 

  

 
 

Questions for Lesson 1 ~ September 11, 2022 
Introduction 

 
1. Get to know each other at your tables! Meet new people and learn what everyone did 

over the Summer.   

2. Why did you attend this class? What is one thing you hope to get out of it? 

3. Read Ephesians 1:3-14. These verses present the “larger story” of what God is doing in 
the world and church. Can you think of an example of where it important to link-up 
something in your life to a larger issue?  

 



 

  

4. We are blessed with “every spiritual blessing in Christ” (v. 3). List each of these 
blessings you find in vv. 4-8. How do these blessings relate to the past (v. 4), the present 
(v. 7), and the future (v. 10)?   

 

5. What do we learn about identity as Christians from this passage? 

 

6. How many times is “to the praise of His glory” repeated in this section? What does this 
tell you about why God created us? What does it mean to live “to the praise of His 
glory”?  

   



 

  

Questions for Lesson 2 ~ September 18, 2022 
Welcome to this Strange New World 

 
1. “The problems [we face today are not] confined to the world ‘out there’. Often, they 

manifest themselves most acutely and most painfully within families. Parents teaching their 
family traditional views of sex find themselves met with incomprehension by their children 
who have absorbed far different views from the culture around them…. The generation gap 
today is reflected not simply in fashion and music but in attitudes and beliefs about some of 
the most basic aspects of human existence” (p. 20). Where have you encountered generational 
conflict in the matter of sex and sexuality? 

2. “The modern self assumes the authority of inner feelings and sees authenticity as defined by 
the ability to give social expression to the same. The modern self also assumes the society at 
large will recognize and affirm this behavior. Such a self is defined by what is called 
expressive individualism…. In short, the modern self is one where authenticity is achieved 
by acting outwardly in accordance with one’s inward feelings” (pp. 22-23). What evidences of 
expressive individualism do you see in your world today? You can include movies, TV, books, or 
videos you’ve seen.  

3. Read Genesis 1:27 and Colossians 1:16. According to these biblical passages, who are we, 
and why do we exist? What do these verses mean for expressive individualism? 



 

  

4. “The sexual revolution does not simply represent a growth in the routine transgression of 
traditional sexual codes or even a modest expansion of the boundaries of what is and is not 
acceptable sexual behavior. Not at all. Rather, it is the repudiation of the very idea of which 
code in their entirety. More than that, it has come in certain areas, such as that of 
homosexuality and transgenderism, to require the positive repudiation of traditional sexual 
mores to the point where belief in, or maintenance of, such traditional views has come to be 
seen as ridiculous and even a sign of serious mental or moral deficiency. And to understand 
this, we need to see the sexual revolution as a particularly sharp manifestation of the 
characteristics of expressive individualism. If the individual’s inner identity is defined by 
sexual desire, the he or she must be allow to act out on that desire in order to be an 
authentic person” (p. 25). What language or terminology is used by society to discredit those who 
dissent from the sexual revolution? 

5. “Human beings do not typically think about themselves and the world they inhabit in 
consistently self-conscious terms. Rather, we imagine it to be in certain ways—physically 
and indeed morally…. The way we think about the world is not primarily by way of 
rational arguments based on first principles. It is much more intuitive than that. And that 
means that the story of the modern self is not simply the story of big ideas thought by 
profound thinkers. It is the story of how the way we intuit or imagine the world has come to 
be. And that involves far more than books and arguments” (pp. 27-28). Think of some of your 
most cherished convictions. Were you persuaded to hold them by argument or by something else? 
What role has your peer group played? 

6. Read Proverbs 30:15-19 and 1 Corinthians 1:18-25. How do these Bible passages point to the 
ways in which human beings think about the world?      



 

  

Questions for Lesson 3 ~ September 25, 2022 
Romantic Roots 

 
1. “The sentence ‘I am a woman trapped in a man’s body’ would have been nonsense to 

[our grandparents’ generation]. Had it been uttered by a patient to a doctor in the mid-
twentieth century, the doctor would almost certainly have responded that the patient 
had a psychiatric problem and that his mind needed to be treated so as to bring its 
feelings into line with his physical body. Today, the doctor is more likely to respond that 
the problem is such that the patient’s body needs to be brought into alignment with 
those inner feelings. Indeed, were a doctor to respond in the earlier fashion today, he 
might well find himself subject to legal action” (p. 41). Think about the world in which you 
grew up (and that ‘world’ might be different for each member at your table!). How have the ways 
in which people thought about sex and gender changed since then? 

2. Read Genesis 1:26-27 and 1 Corinthians 15:12-19. What do these Bible passages tell us 
about the importance of the body for who we are? 

3. “[Rousseau] locates identity in the inner psychological life of the individual. Feelings for 
Rousseau are central to who we are. And second, he sees society (or perhaps better, 
culture) as exerting a corrupting influence on the self. To the extent that society prevents 
us from acting consistently with our feelings, to that extent it prevents us from being 
who we really are. In short, society makes us inauthentic (pp. 34-35). How much of your 
own identity is wrapped up with how you feel? Is it wrong to see feelings as important? Why or 
why not? 



 

  

4. Read Romans 8:12-17. How might we as Christians cultivate intuitions that are moral? 
How does the modern notion of authenticity differ from the biblical notion of what it 
means to be blessed? 

5. What role, if any, has creation/nature had in your Christian life? Do you think 
increasing exposure to nature is an antidote to a lot of today’s culture’s confusions? 

 

 



 

  

Questions for Lesson 4 ~ October 2, 2022 
Prometheus Unbound 

 
1. “While [today] we accept that there is a biological phenomenon that we might call 

human nature, something that means we cannot, for example, reproduce with lizards or 
chimpanzees, we tend not to draw any great moral implications from this. To assert, 
therefore, that human beings by their very nature should not engage in certain sexual 
practices is something unlikely to meet with popular affirmation today. The idea that 
merely being a human carries an intrinsic morality and moral purpose is seen as a 
fiction, and often regarded as one confected in order to justify the exploitation of one 
group by another” (p. 51). To what extent is the current lack of moral consensus in our society 
the result of a failure to agree on what human beings are for? 

2. “We might say that the death of God is also the death of human nature, or at least the 
end of any cogent argument that there is such a thing as human nature” (p. 62). How do 
atheists think about human nature? How might they justify their arguments? Is it correct to say 
that, logically speaking, if there is no God, then everything is permissible? 

3. Read Romans 1:18-32. What does this biblical passage teach about the purpose of human 
beings? 



 

  

4. Read 1 Peter 1:14-16. What does this biblical passage teach us about the foundation of Christian 
morality? Will Christian morality always look the same from age to age? If not, how can we 
explain the changes? 

5. Think about the various groups and organizations in society that are not explicitly 
political in purpose: for example, the Boy Scouts, a museum, a college or university, or a 
favorite sports team. How have these become political, and why? 

6. Read Romans 2:14-16. How does this biblical passage encourage us to think about the apologetic 
task in the post-Christian era? To what extent can we take society’s moral intuitions as a helpful 
starting point for talking about the gospel to non-Christians? 

 
 
 
 
 



 

  

Questions for Lesson 5 ~ October 9, 2022 
Sexualizing Psychology 

 
1. “One of the most obvious aspects of modern public life is the central role that sex plays 

within it. This should strike us as rather odd: the fact that the most private and intimate 
act between two people has become so important to public life is surely a strange 
development” (p. 71). Why is our culture today so obsessed with matters pertaining to sex and 
sexual orientation when such things were considered private and person by previous 
generations? 

2. “The notion that sex is foundational to human happiness is central to Freud’s thinking” 
(p. 72). How is Freud’s message communicated today? Can you think of movies, books, TV 
programs, or commercials that press this view on the public? Does this also connect to the 
current widespread use of pornography? 

3. Read Judges 14:1. Think about the problems caused in the Bible by sexual sin. How often 
are these incidents driven by the notion that sin seemed right to the actors involved? 



 

  

4. What are the differences between politicized sex today and that of the past? And how 
has the change in sexual codes over the last 50 years transformed the West?  

5. Read 2 Samuel 13:1-22. How does David’s behavior towards Bathsheba and Uriah affect 
both him personally and of his rule and the future of Israel? 

 

6. “The sexual revolution did not refine modesty; it overthrew it completely. Even to raise 
such questions as to the modesty of bikinis or skirt length today will likely elicit at best 
laughter and at worst some rebuke for dating to tell somebody else how to dress. In 
short, the very concept of modesty is now considered to be repressive, an oppressive 
assault upon individual authenticity” (p. 85). What have been the effects in society of the 
death of modesty? What are the implications for children? Read 1 Timothy 2:8-11. How should 
Christians think about modesty? What responsibility do we each have toward others in the way 
we dress and behave?  

 


